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Div. of Licensing and Regulation 

Clifford K. Beck, Assistant Director 
Nucleoar Faciities 8afety, DLR 

HWMlG W12 ATOMI INDWTA FOBUM ON PROPO1 D SI 
enItRI me= 17, 1961 

At the request of the Atomic Industrial Fbrum, the writer met 
on the above date with 24 members of a comttee of the Atomic 
Iuftstrial Forum# appointed to study the probym of site 
criteria (list of memers attached). The commttee bad held 
extensive discussion of the proposed site criteria prior to 
the arrival of the writer.  

Mr. Kenneth Davis# Chairman of the AIF Conmmittee, in presenting 
Dr. Beck to the group, commented on their awareness of the 
great difficulty of writing site criteria and their recognition 
that the piblished regulation constituted the meot comrehensive 
and competent effort in this direction wbich had thus far been 

Dr. Beck explained briefly some of the background philasopY an& 
objective In the development of the proposed guides and explained 
briefly its major features.  

ke meeting was then opened for general discussion, hich continued 
for about three hours on a wide variety of topics. Members of 
the committee, in general, were not adverse to having the 
information presented in the guides ipublily available and 
utilized by the AI In the selection of sites. ?be general cOsensus 
was that they constituted a vaiuable contribution In the direction 
of clarification and articulation of policy in this area.  

However. the grop was almost unanimous in its opposition to certain 
features of the guides which were expressed in a wide variety of 
ways. Basically. the following two items constituted the heart of 
the opposition of the committee to the proposed criteria:
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1. 'hey belleved that the proposed criteria offered too many open invitations and advantageous levers for prospective Intervenero; and 

2. They believed that these criteria vould establish a concept vhich would forever require substantial isolation distance and prevent e"tual dependence on enginering safeguards in lieu of separation.  

01 Additionaml co=ets included the folloving: (a) No reduction in severity of the requirements or the numbers in the regulations can ever 'be achieved in the future, hovever Much ConfidenMe in safety may -ncrease because, In the first place, AM probably would mot have sufacient 
coUre to accept the imWlkation or reduced safety, and in the second place, if reductions were proposed, they VoUd constitute further invitations to interveners. (b) What of development and groith of population In the evacuation zone after a reactor vas built? As soon "as popaLtion criterion should be ezceeded$ it would constitute an open invitation for an Intervener's njunction; if a reactor could not then be built In the locationp its operation should not continue., 
vould be the argument.  

The attitude of the group was not hostile to the proposed guides but rather Indicated their substantial concern about the tvo main points Indicated above. It vas agreed that they vould study the provosed guides further and iubmit suggestions for revisions to the Cowission probably as individuas rather than as a grou .  

Eholosure: 
List of attendees 

cc: H. L. Price 
Acting Director of Regulation
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